
Studio Rustenpolder Vrouwenpolder
Cosy studio on an agricultural farm, close to a nature reserve and the beach
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The studio is on the ground floor and measures 6.5 x 3.6 metres. Settle down for a good film on the flat-screen TV in
the sitting area, stream the latest music via your phone with the free Wi-Fi, or watch TV from the Auping double bed
(180 x 200 cm). The choice is yours!

 

The open kitchen has a four-burner hob, a microwave, a fridge, two coffee machines (filter and Nespresso), a toaster,
a kettle and an oven. You can use the freezer and washing machine in the mini campsite&#39;s washing facility for a
fee. The bathroom has a shower, washbasin and toilet.

The shared, west-facing garden and terrace offer the option to sit in the sun or shade at any time of the day. The
grounds and pastured animals are also worth visiting. Barbecuing in the garden is permitted.

You can store your bicycle in the shed opposite the studio, but please note that the shed has no lock. There is plenty
of space to park on the property.

Surrounding area

The North Sea beach is five minutes away by bike and is a great place to get a breath of fresh air in the autumn or
enjoy the sun in the summer. The green environment makes this studio a wonderful holiday destination, especially
for nature lovers. The Oranjezon nature reserve is practically in your backyard and is home to many fallow deer. You
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will regularly encounter these animals on the property, especially in the spring and autumn. Liveliness, history and
culture are also not far away: the characteristic Middelburg is only 13 kilometres from the studio.
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